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Marketing Lists 101
W hat You Need to Know About  Buying & Buil ding

Is it  bet ter  to buil d or  buy a l ist?

A marketing list you build internally will significantly outperform any list you purchase. The people 
on that list have given you permission to connect with them and they already have an interest in 
your products and services. They will be more engaged and your overall marketing ROI will be 
higher. Additionally, a purchased list is generally not accepted by most email or marketing 
automation platforms and could result in penalties for non-compliance with CAN-SPAM laws.

How do I buil d a l ist?

This is not an easy answer and there is no one-size-fits-all 

approach to building your marketing lists, though there are some 

basic steps you will need to take:

- Invest in inbound tactics like Search Engine Optimization 

and Search Engine Marketing to help people find you.

- Have a strong offer. Once people do find you, there needs 

to be something of value that prompts them to give you 

their email.

- Identify ALL your touchpoints with prospects and make 

sure you have a plan in place to collect their names (for 

example, tradeshows and events you are attending, local 

association meetings, etc.).

- While you?re building your list (and to support your 

efforts), use LinkedIn Marketing and Sales solutions (such 

as sponsored posts and Sales Navigator).

- Research and work with third parties that target the industries you are marketing to. This 

can include associations (which may give you access to their list), online groups or online 

publications. Online publications will usually have several opportunities, such as sponsored 

sending (you get to send email to their lists with a strong offer ? you keep the people who 

respond), advertising on their site and joint webinars they will promote on your behalf.
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- Do a conversion audit on your site. How many different offers are there? How valuable are 
they?

- A contact us form is necessary but typically does not get a lot of responses.

- A newsletter sign-up form CAN work if you show the value of what they are receiving. 

A better option might be an ?industry digest? which shares news from your 

prospects? industry.

- Thought leadership pieces such as eBooks, white papers, infographics, and articles 

are a great way to capture information. Just make sure the value of the piece is clear 

so they see the value in giving their email address. Be careful not to ask for too much 

information.

W hat are the downfal l s of  purchasing a l ist?

Building a list takes time and, while purchasing is never a great option, the reality is that many 

marketers still need to purchase lists to supplement existing contacts, expand into a new 

marketplace or when launching new products. If you do need to purchase a list, consider the 

following:

- Most email platforms (such as MailChimp and Constant Contact) prohibit the use of 

purchased lists. If you buy a list and upload against the 

terms of service, and you receive a high number of 

complaints, you will be asked to provide proof that the list is 

not purchased. Without proof, you will be barred from using 

the platform. Most marketing automation systems (such as 

Marketo, HubSpot, Click Dimensions and others) have 

similar policies. All these systems will typically handle 

violations differently? so know the policies and actions that 

will be taken.

- If you were planning to use your own servers to send your 

marketing emails? don?t. You will hurt your email deliverability and IP reputation, making it 

difficult for non-marketing emails to reach their targets.

- Use your first email to a purchased list to introduce yourself and offer a very easy way to 

opt out? typically with a link right in the copy of the mail. Let the reader know you will be 

sending information they might find valuable (and consider providing a high-value offer like 

an eBook or white paper to make it less likely they will report you as SPAM). AVOID SELLING 

in this first email.
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W hat should I l ook for  when 
purchasing a l ist?

We?ve provided a short list of 

processes and practices a good list 

broker will perform to get you the 

best list possible. Ask any list 

broker you are working with about 

these items. Avoid ?fire sale? 

lists? lists that are pennies per name? and those that use terms like ?opt-in.? The only REAL 

opt-in is when someone directly opts in to you so these brokers are making promises they 

cannot deliver on.

A good list broker will use best practices in data collection and hygiene to make sure the lists are 

the best they can be. Ask your broker:

- Do you use data validation? If so, what type of validation do you perform? A good data 

house will validate names against social profiles, emails or phone calls. The best will use 

all three.

- Do you keep a complaint file? Good brokers will keep a file of complaints and 

permanently remove those names from all lists.

- What do you do with bounced emails? Hard bounces should be removed from all lists.

- Do you remove addresses that use email filtering software or firewalls? If a broker does 

not do this, it can affect your deliverability and response rates.

- How often are your lists updated? Studies have shown that you can expect as much as a 

third of emails to change every year.

- What is your deliverability guarantee? In keeping with the question above, you should 

have a guaranteed deliverability percentage ? most brokers say 95%. Track your bounces 

to make sure you are getting that rate.

Market ing Mat t ers is a series of tip sheets, videos and other content from The 

Partner Marketing Group that address the most commonly asked questions and 

issues faced by our clients.  If you need consultative support to help you build your 

lists, or a recommendation for a reputable list broker, please contact us at 

info@ThePartnerMarketingGroup.com or 734.425.7414.

Are there pl atforms that  al l ow me to use purchased l ists?

There are platforms that will accept purchased lists and will work 
with you to reduce SPAM complaints and clean and grow the lists. 
These do have a higher cost than platforms such as Constant 
Contact, but can be well worth the expense.

Click Back: http://www.clickback.com/
Buzz Builder: http://www.buzzbuilderpro.com/
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